Microblog summarization can save large amount of time for users in browsing. In this paper, we propose an automatic microblog summarization method based on unsupervised key-bigram extraction. Firstly, we extract a key-bigram set to discover the key aspects of posts by three unsupervised key-bigram extractor based on Hybrid TF-IDF, TextRank and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Secondly, we rank sentences by overlap similarity and mutual information strategies based on the key-bigram set. Top ranked salient sentences with redundancy removal are selected as summaries. Compared with some other text content based summarizers, the proposed method was shown to perform superiorly in experiments on SinaWeibo and Twitter datasets.
Introduction
Microblog platforms such as Twitter and SinaWeibo make it convenient for us to get real-time information. However, they also lead to heavy information overload. Automatic microblog summarization can help us master the core content fleetly and roundly so that a large amount of time can be saved.
The goal of this paper is to automatically extract summary for a set of posts that are related to the same hot topic on microblog. It seems a bit like the multi-document summarization. However, it is more intractable to summarize microblog posts since they suffer from severe sparsity, bad normalization and heavy noise, while traditional documents are usually with nice writing style.
To overcome the above difficulties, we propose an efficient microblog summarization method based on unsupervised key-bigram extraction. Unlike most existing methods [1] - [4] , which rank sentences directly or based on words, we fulfill summarization in two steps: 1) Extract a key-bigram set (KBS) to discover the key aspects of posts; 2) Rank sentences based on the KBS and extract the top ranked sentences as summary, which is supervised by a similarity threshold to keep the summary from redundancy. Two strategies, overlap similarity and mutual information, are proposed to rank sentences based on the idea that the sentence with appropriate length and containing more key-bigrams should get higher rank.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows: 1) For all we know, it is the first work to exploit unsupervised key-bigram extraction to summarize microblog. Taking bigram instead of word as language concept makes the KBS more powerful to capture the key aspects of posts; 2) We propose two efficient sentence extraction strategies based on the KBS. Our method outperforms some existing text content based summarizers both on SinaWeibo and Twitter datasets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the related work. Section 3 describes our proposed method in details. Section 4 presents experimental results on two datasets. Finally, conclusions are made in the last section.
Related Work
There have been a few recent efforts in summarizing microblog, while traditional text summarization methods show bad performances on microblog. Existing microblog summarization methods usually take into account text contents, social attributes and user influences [5] , [6] . However, here we only review some related text content based summarization methods. Sharifi et al. [2] proposed Phrase Reinforcement (PR) to find the most commonly occurring phrases to be included in a summary. Later, they proposed a simpler statistical Hybrid TF-IDF algorithm to weight sentences, which even outperformed PR [3] . Inouye and Kalita [4] developed Hybrid TF-IDF to generate multiple post summary by introducing similarity threshold. Compared with several well-known traditional text summarizers, the results showed that Hybrid TF-IDF summarizer with similarity threshold, performed better than more complex traditional summarizers. However, previous works aim to use the whole Bag-of-Words (BoW) for scoring sentences directly, which may introduce much noise, especially for informal and conversational microblog posts.
Keyword extraction has a close connection to a number of text mining tasks. We focus on unsupervised keyword extraction methods in this paper. TF-IDF [7] is the most widely used method due to its simplicity and efficiency. TextRank [1] , a kind of graph-based ranking methods, ranks words according to their centrality. Recently, more works [8] , [9] focus on discovering latent semantic relationships between words to reduce vocabulary gap by LDA [10] . Ernesto et al. [11] exploited key phrase extraction to LAKE system at DUC-2005. Li et al. [12] summarized traditional multi-documents based on maximizing bigram weights by integer linear programing (ILP). However, no similar work has been applied to the heavy noisy and semantic sparse microblog. Hence, it is significant to investigate whether microblog summarization based on unsupervised key-bigram extraction can work efficiently.
Microblog Summarization Based on Key-Bigram Extraction

Framework
Given a set of microblog posts related to the same topic, we extract salient sentences with redundancy removal to form a summary with appropriate length. Our method mainly consists of three parts, preprocessing & bigram formalization, key-bigram extraction, sentence extraction. Fig. 1 shows the whole framework: firstly, we generate bigrams based on the preprocessed posts, which are denoised and sentence-formalized; secondly, we extract bigrams that are highly related to the microblog topic as key-bigrams using three unsupervised techniques, Hybrid TF-IDF (HTI), TextRank (TR) and LDA; thirdly, we extract salient sentences by two strategies, Overlap Similarity (OS) and Mutual Information (MI). Combining a key-bigram extraction technique with a sentence extraction strategy, we obtain six instantiated summarizers, namely HTI-OS, TR-OS, LDA-OS, HTI-MI, TR-MI and LDA-MI.
Preprocessing & Bigram Formalization
We remove all topic hashtags, embedded URLs, symbol emotions, repost characters and user names to clean the posts. Then we split the posts into sentences, and consequently split sentences into unigrams. Then sentences are formalized by a bag of bigrams. Each bigram is generated by combining two adjacent unigram in each sentence. Bigram is a kind of language concepts like word and phrase. But it's more informative than word, so that it more powerful to convey the key aspects, and more convenient than phrase, since phrase extraction may need extern lexicon and complicated syntactic parsing. 
Key-Bigram Extraction
Hybrid TF-IDF Extractor. Let be the frequency of bigram occurring in the sentence set, and be the proportion of the size of the sentence set to the number of sentences that occurs. Hybrid TF-IDF [3] can be formally defined as follows:
Bigrams are ranked by their scores of (1). Then the top-N are extracted as key-bigrams of the posts. TextRank Extractor. We construct a directed weighted graph , by taking each bigram as a vertex, and the co-occurring times of two ordered bigrams within a fixed length window (we set to 10) as the weight of edge, where V is the set of vertexes and E is the set of edges. Let In be the set of vertexes that point to vertex , and Out # be the set of vertexes that pointed by vertex # . Let $ # be the weight of the edge from # to . TextRank [1] computes the score of each vertex as follows:
where d is the damping factor, whose value is usually set to 0.85. Recursively, we get the scores of each bigram and the influential top-N are selected as key-bigrams. LDA Extractor. We extract key bigrams based on the topic-word (it is topic-bigram in our task) distribution matrix 8 = 9 : , ⋯ , 9 < = ϵℝ <×@ of LDA [10] , in which each column is the distribution of bigram , over the K topics, and each element A B +,, is the probability of , belonging to topic C + that measures the importance of , in C + to some degree. We sum up A B +,, by column as the global score of , , which is formally defined as the following equation:
.
We rank bigrams in descending order based on their global scores, and select the top-N as key-bigrams.
Sentence Extraction
We propose two strategies to rank sentences based on the straightforward idea that the sentences with appropriate length and containing more key-bigrams, are usually more salient.
Overlap Similarity (OS) Strategy. OS is a recall-liked score, which counts the overlap bigrams between the sentence and the KBS, and is divided by the size of KBS. In order to penalize the too long (or too short) sentences, we normalize the score by a factor that is the greater one between the average length of the sentence set and the length of the candidate sentence. Specifically, the score of a sentence G computed by OS can be formally defined as follows:
where is the co-occurring bigram, | # | is the length of sentence, and |MN | is the size of KBS.
Mutual Information (MI) Strategy. MI measures the relevance between two variables. Therefore, we can measure the extent that how a sentence contains the KBS by MI. The higher MI score means the higher coverage degree of the sentence. Specifically, the score of a sentence G computed by MI can be formally defined as follows:
where [ , # is the frequency of bigram occurring in sentence G , [ is the frequency of bigram occurring in the sentence set, and [ # is the proportion of the length of sentence G to the length of the whole sentence set. The score is explicitly normalized by the same normalization factor defined in (4) . Top ranked sentences may be quite similar to each other. Therefore, we introduce a similarity threshold when extracting sentences starting from the top ranked one.The current candidate sentence is chosen only when the similarities of it and the selected sentences all satisfy (6), or we discard the current one and move to the next ranked one until we extract M sentences.
Experiments
Experimental Setup
We perform experiments on two datasets. One is the SinaWeibo posts, which covers50 topics from the SinaWeibo hot topic lists (http://huati.weibo.com/). Each topic contains about 2000 posts. Two volunteers are invited to extract 10 sentences from the posts of each topic to form the manual summary. The other is the Twitter posts from Inouye et al. [4] , which consists of 25 topics. Each topic contains 100 posts and two manual summaries. Each manual summary consisted of four sentences.
As for performance evaluation, ROUGE-N [13] is one of the most popular automatic evaluation metrics. The Recall, Precision and F-measure of ROUGE-N can be computed as below: 
where MS is the manual summaries, AS is the automated summary, Match T_ hi_ is the number of co-occurring n-grams between the manual and automated summaries, Count T_ hi_ is the number of n-grams in the manual summaries, and |W | is the number of manual summaries. To keep the comparability with Inouye's work, we take ROUGE-1 as the metric, in which n-grams go back to unigrams. 
Results and Discussions
We compare our method with two baselines, the Hybrid TF-IDF with similarity threshold summarizer [4] and the TextRank summarizer [1] . The ROUGE-1 performance on two datasets is shown in Fig. 2 . Generally, our six key-bigram-based summarizers outperform baselines obviously on both datasets, especially the former one, which gains about 10% improvements of F-measure. Specifically, 1) TextRank summarizer shows bad performance on microblog summarization, which also proves that it is unwise to directly apply traditional summarizer to summarize microblog. However, TR-OS and TR-MI summarizers, which use TextRank to extract key-bigrams instead of sentences, show obvious improvementson both datasets, especially the great enhancements of precision. 2) Hybrid TF-IDF summarizer, scoring sentences with the whole BoW, is much better than TextRank but still with low precision. However, our six key-bigram-based summarizers, which only use less than 200 bigrams, show much better results. This is mainly because the KBS filters out the noisy and trivial words, so that our method generates more precise summaries on noisy microblog. 3) Three key-bigram extractors, namely HTI, TR and LDA, show similar F-measure scores under the same sentence extraction strategy, among which LDA and HTI slightly outperform others on SinaWeibo and Twitter datasets respectively. 4) The OS strategy is generally superior to MI strategy according to the F-measure scores. While the former one gets higher recall scores because it is a recall-designed strategy, and the latter one shows better precision values because it penalizes long sentences more severely. For all the experiments, we set similarity threshold t in (6) to 0.77 for Twitter dataset as Inouye's work; and set it to 0.5 for SinaWeibo dataset considering that a sentence carrying less than 50% new information does not deserve to be included in the summary especially on a big candidate set. Many existing keyword extraction researches propose to filter words by part-of-speech (POS) and remove stop words in preprocessing [11] . However, we find that SinaWeibo dataset shows the best results for all six summarizers with stop words removed and all POS maintained. And Twitter dataset performs best with all POS and stop words maintained. This may because of the small scale of Twitter dataset. For LDA-OS and LDA-MI summarizers, we compute the average ROUGE-1 results of 20 times to weaken the effects of random seeding. Besides, our exhaustive experimental results lead us to set the number of topics of LDA to 10 on SinaWeibo dataset and set it to 5 on Twitter dataset. Interestingly, the two values are much close to the number of sentences of manual summary on each dataset. It also means it is appropriate to summarize each hot topic with 10 subtopics on SinaWeibo dataset and 4 subtopics on Twitter dataset.
In order to measure the contribution of bigram, we also compared its performance with key-unigrams (namely keywords). The results on two datasets are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . As we can see, two datasets gain more than 3% improvement by key-bigrams. Especially on Twitter dataset, the contribution of bigram is rather significant, since unigram-based summarizers only show 0.3% improvement than the result of Hybrid TFIDF in Fig. 2(b) . This can be explained by that bigrams are more efficient to discover useful information from the more noisy Twitter posts since we keep all words during preprocessing. 
Conclusions
This paper presents an automatic microblog summarization method based on key-bigram extraction, which summarizes a set of microblog posts from a specific topic in two steps: key-bigram set (KBS) extraction and sentence ranking based on the KBS. We implemented three unsupervised key-bigram extraction techniques based on Hybrid TF-IDF (HTI), TextRank and LDA, and two sentence ranking measures overlap similarity (OS) and mutual information (MI). Compared with the Hybrid TF-IDF summarizer that using BoW for scoring sentences and the TextRank summarizer that uses direct sentence ranking for summarizing traditional single document, our proposed method yielded superior performance on SinaWeibo and Twitter datasets. Specifically, our instantiated method HTI-OS performs best among the six summarizers when we synthetically consider the ROUGE-1 F-measure and the simplicity.
